May 2020
Dear Kremenets district friends,
I'm pleased to announce a new Kremenets resource for your research, as well as
an update to our One-Step Concordance Search Tool.
Kremenets Tax Lists, 1906 and 1911: These lists, originally in Russian, include
the names of payers of the state housing tax in the City of Kremenets for the two
years indicated. Each entry also lists the payer's patronymic, address, and (if the
payer's home was owned by another individual) the homeowner, as well as the
amount of tax paid. A translation of these lists is available on our Contributors'
Site, available to all those who have contributed cash or services.
Updated One-Step Concordance Search: To search for your family names in the
newly translated tax lists, as well as in our other resources, enter those names in
our updated One-Step Concordance Search form, or download an Excel version of
the Concordance. This index of all personal name-town name combinations in our
translated resources for the Kremenets district, Ukraine, now has more than
393,000 entries. The 15 town names that occur most often in the Concordance are
Kremenets, Vishnevets, Radzivilov, Shumsk, Katerburg, Yampol, Ostrog,
Vyshgorodok, Lanovtsy, Belozirka, Pochayev, Oleksinets, Berezhtsy, Rokhmanov,
and Dubno.
And here's a reminder that many other resources are available to help you in your
research. For a complete list, please
see https://kehilalinks.jewishgen.org/Kremenets/web-pages/all-resources.html.
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How to Donate to the the Kremenets Shtetl CO-OP
Credit card: Follow the instructions at http://jri-poland.org/support.htm. Be sure to
specify that your contribution is for the Kremenets Town fund.
Mail: Fill out this form and mail it it with your check. Be sure to specify that your
contribution is for the Kremenets Town fund.
PayPal or bank draft: Follow the instructions at http://jri-poland.org/support.htm. Be
sure to specify that your contribution is for the Kremenets Town fund.
When you send your donation, please also send an e-mail message
to kremenetsdrg@gmail.com with the amount and date of your contribution so that we
can be sure the donation gets applied properly. If your employer has a matching gift
program, please think about matching your donation through that program.
The Kremenets Shtetl CO-OP is affiliated with Jewish Records Indexing - Poland, Inc.
(JRI-Poland), which is a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization. Your contributions are taxdeductible in the U.S. to the extent permitted by law.

